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Introduction by
Caitlin Merrett
King
The title for this exhibition, programmed by David Dale Gallery as part of
an organisational exchange with P/////AKT, is taken from the opening words
of Lauren Berlant’s introduction in a special edition of Critical Inquiry
from 1998 entitled ‘Intimacy: A Special Issue’[i]. This focus on intimacy
as well as desire, togetherness, presence and absence opens reading into
the mechanics of each moving image work but also provides a political
underpinning to the programme as a whole. To exist as a limited group of
objects bundled together, to act as a subjective survey of sorts, a round-up
of activity by artists making moving image work in Glasgow in 2021, is an
intimate affair.
Intimacy is, as Berlant describes, ‘an aspiration for a narrative about
something shared, a story about oneself and others that will turn out in
a particular way.’ It is inherently an optimistic endeavour but one that is
riddled with tacit fantasies, rules and the inconvenient complication that
we cannot guarantee a favourable outcome. Within this desired shared
agreement our private concerns are held towards and within the public
domain, evidencing a hegemonic spatial taxonomy of public and private,
as concretised by a Victorian fantasy of un/controllable binaries, e.g. the
public as work, male, hetero, coloniser, and the private as a space for
family, the female, queer, colonised.

In early modern Western Europe, the bourgeois creation of an intimate and
democratic ‘public sphere’[ii] as evidenced within salons and cafés allowed a
new liberal society to exercise their social critical function. The cinema–or
a space for viewing films like this one–is an environment which generates
both an active intimate engagement and a collective experience, where
entertainment and pleasure are unapologetically bound and problematised.
Harriet Rose Morley’s designs for chairs and tables constructed in
collaboration with Bo Wielders, make this viewing space both active and
communal. The viewer is invited to pull up a chair to watch the films
or read this publication (maybe at one of the tables) or take a moment.
Built in response to the screening programme and with consideration to
the differing lengths of the moving image works, the furniture speaks to
Morley’s concerns around accessibility, care, and challenging dominant
methodologies– her maxim to be ‘always under construction’.
As Berlant states, intimacy is a destabilising action in its instantiation of a
desire for something better that is often in opposition to the norm. Not a
disruption of personal and collective desires, as hegemonic powers would
believe, but optimistic and aspirational outside of neoliberal intention.
‘To rethink intimacy is to appraise how we have been and how we live and
how we might imagine lives that make more sense than the ones so many
are living.’[iii]
The public and private are deeply intertwined in Aman Sandhu’s film
The Magic Roundabout (2021) in which a car drives endlessly around an
infamous traffic intersection in Swindon, England. We, the viewer, witness
the journey from inside the car, as the car. We read ‘a changing script’
where Sandhu tells us about the occupations and relationships of his male
family members who live in Swindon in attempt to contest stereotypical,
colonial and heteronormative framings. He shifts from a removed third
person narrative to the first person to tell us that he’s not trying to engage
in ‘the diaspora chat’, he’s tired of it and its lack of self-criticality. We
continue our dance around the roundabouts– listening to the traffic roar
and the club beat of Joe Louis’ My Own Dub (1986)– as Sandhu dissects his
thesis of criminality as refusal and calls for an ideological transformation
and re-articulation of generational trauma.

Clarinda Tse attempts to occupy an inaccessible public space as a form of
active and joyful resistance in Textures Gestures Meshes Measures (2021).
From Glasgow via green screen, she swims and shuffles her way across
various landscapes in Hong Kong, towards a proximity to her sister who
has sent her the footage and lives in the city. Tse’s flickering and rumbling
movements embrace the footage with vivid emotion and comic interaction
with the bustling city. She is multiple bodies, both present and absent, a
flurry of perspectives. She is the congee, the fish treadmill, the fungus on
a tree, a skyscraper, the waves on the ocean, a silent reflective moment to
end.
Renèe Helèna Browne also seeks proximity within their film, Daddy’s Boy
(2020), where lines are traced around their own and others’ bodies with the
desire to ‘grasp some realness’. Within this video essay, Browne discusses
how bodies are shaped by the worlds they inhabit and seeks to find new
words, shapes, voices to create a new believable reality to exist in. They
re-frame the T-Rex dinosaur in Jurassic Park as a monster that, rather than
being a feared harbinger of destruction, is a new kind of body that defies
definition under a patriarchal, heteronormative and scientific lens. The
monster is slippery, complicates and undermines, morphs and detaches,[iv]
signifying other ways of being in the world. Close up images of their hands
moulding a body, their father’s face filmed on their family farm, Dr Ellie
looking under the claws of the T-Rex, Browne asks with scrutiny, how can
we transcend the body as being what defines us?
A Love (2019), originally shot on Super 8 film and transferred to HD video
by Anne-Marie Copestake, is a love letter to the people she observes and
the communities that she is a part of. In absence of verbal communication,
hands write letters, weave hair, send text messages and carve tool-like
objects whilst a soft humming chorus lilts rhythmically with increased
intensity. This close portrait stretches out emotion like chewing gum,
where domestic actions like folding the washing and chopping an onion
become somewhat sombre in their repetitiveness and the isolation of the
figures. These actions, however, are undertaken with commitment to others
and engender love and respect. Copestake emphasises the importance
for recognition and responsibility both within our communities and to
ourselves.

In her silent two channel film I you me we us (2018), Margaret Salmon
also uses close ups of hands and bodies to focus on moments of physical
touch, desire and togetherness. In communication, the screens mirror
the relationships between two or otherwise duplicate the self, providing
a slightly delayed companion to interact with. As directed by Salmon,
on a piece of paper are written the words ‘strength, stability, desire,
trust, warmth, friendship, kinship, feeling’; on another, ‘I want to tell you
about’, a request for relationship, for sharing space. Hands come together
in mirrored movements and clasp in yearning with others, families and
lovers. Glorious single anemones and lilies blush pink next to each other, a
reciprocated gift, an image of growth.
‘I don’t think you’re making a film about her, I think you’re making a
film for you.’ In Mathew Wayne Parkin’s Vaseline (2018), they discuss
their Grandmother after her death with their mother. They speak about
the Grandmother’s unfolding multiplicities throughout her life and her
relationship to the church, spirituality and witchcraft as we are guided
through close ups of her home and garden. Loss and mourning underpin
this intimate, respectful portrait pieced together by sifting through family
photographs and retelling stories. Parkin analyses tropes of gender,
class, tradition and authenticity, specifically through the dissection of
their shifting Northern accent. Their Grandmother’s wind chimes play
throughout, punctuated by Lady Bug by Bumblebee Unlimited, a euphoric
disco song, and images of Parkin’s cats as warm moments of reflection,
rest and love.
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Lauren Berlant
Lauren Berlant was a cultural theorist and scholar who wrote about
citizenship, popular culture and affect through a queer, feminist theoretical
lens. They were a George M. Pullman Professor of English at the University
of Chicago from 1984 until their death in 2021. They are the author of The
Hundreds (2019) with Kathleen Stewart, Cruel Optimism (2011), The Female
Complaint: The Unfinished Business of Sentimentality in American Culture
(2008) and The Queen of America Goes to Washington City: Essays on Sex
and Citizenship (1997), all published by Duke University Press. They are the
editor of the books Intimacy (1998), Compassion: The Culture and Politics
of an Emotion (2004); and Our Monica, Ourselves: The Clinton Affair and
National Interest (2001) with Lisa Duggan.

Aman Sandhu

Aman
Sandhu is based between Glasgow and Montréal. Through a study of
improvisation, he aims to rethink the place of refusal in critique to produce
other ways of coming to knowledge. Sandhu studied at Kunstakademie
Düsseldorf from 2013-15 (Klasse Rita McBride) and graduated from The
Glasgow School of Art’s Master of Fine Art programme in 2017.
Sandhu was awarded the 2020 Emerging Visual Artist Residency at Cove
Park, Helensburgh. He was included in Glasgow International 2020/21 and
has been engaged in a long-term pedagogical research project with SAVAC
(South Asian Visual Arts Centre), Toronto since 2020.
Recent solo exhibitions include So Glad (Market Gallery, Glasgow, 2020),
NO MORE ARTISTS (CCA/Intermedia Gallery, Glasgow, 2019). He has
exhibited at Celine Gallery, Glasgow; Gardiner Museum, Toronto; Younger
than Beyoncé Gallery, Toronto; FOCUS Photography Festival, Mumbai; and
presentations of his pedagogical project, ELEFANT at Museum Abteiberg,
Mönchengladbach. His writing has been included in Nothing Personal
magazine, Glasgow; rage and desire, CCA Annex; and Guitar! online
programme by Sarah Tripp, Book Works.

The Magic Roundabout, 2021, digital video, 11 mins 45 secs
The Magic Roundabout uses a notorious traffic intersection in Swindon, UK
as a stage for a series of stories about alternative forms of labour within a
local Punjabi family. Shot entirely from a car driven continuously inside the
roundabout, the film creates a state of suspension and disorientation while
critiquing normative colonial framings of South Asian migrants and the
tension between the margin and the centre in practices of resistance.

Anne-Marie
Copestake
Anne-Marie Copestake lives in Glasgow. Working with moving images,
audio, text, print, performance and sculpture, recent works foregrounding
unsung legacies have focused on vivid portraits of a kind. With an emphasis
on considering conditions that have surrounded choices or a lack of
choices, a tangible passion of collectivity in the everyday, these works
explore environments and landscapes that may have contributed essentially
to conditions. Copestake often works collaboratively, most recently with
musician Ailbhe Nic Oireachtaigh.

A love, 2019, digital video, 16 mins 30 secs
A love forms an approach to history unfolding in Copestake’s home
neighbourhood and within a temporary community. The film foregrounds
quiet, tender engagement, respect, forms of love, presence, absence, and
ritual. There is a deliberate lack of language in the film, underlining the
unuttered and recurring inadequacy of language, especially in expressions
of uproot and the depth of emotions engendered. A love considers
individual and collective values, desire for recognition of lives, and the
necessity for communal recognition.

Clarinda Tse
Clarinda Tse is an interdisciplinary artist, listener, facilitator, movement
practitioner, Hong Kong-born and Glasgow-based. She works across being a
sofa barnacle and a mutating muscle and is currently a committee member
of Market Gallery, Glasgow.
Tactility being the inspiration for exploration, she connects with more-thanhuman lifeforms and objects, finding creativity in shifting materiality and
textures, especially with potentially edible materials. She uses material
language to create alternative ecosystems, expanding conceptions of
time and being. Refractive bodies, opacity, mesh, flexibility, orientation,
mass, moulding, fractals, stillness, waves and weave form some of her
sensual language. Honouring intuition, play and intimacy, the making and
the viewing are multi-layered and open-ended, involving intergenerational
cellular memories and connection to land/water. She interacts with
slipperiness, navigates discomfort in leakiness, explores tension in relation
to appearance and actualisation which marks diasporic conditions in
scattered times. Through these processes, finding intrinsic joy in entangled
symbiotic existence.
Her work has been supported by: Unfix Festival (2021), Present Futures
(2021); The Work Room Artist Research Bursary, Glasgow, UK (2020-21);
Create: Inclusion Residency, Bothy Project and Transmission, Glasgow, UK
(2020-21); Studio Projects, Market Gallery, Glasgow, UK (2019).

Textures Gestures Meshes Measures, 2021, digital performance, video
collage, 14 mins 33 secs
Navigating the space of digital live art, this research stems from an
incorporeal position of occupation, manifested as participation of a glitchy
ghost from the location of Scotland (where I am living), superimposed on
street-nature scape of Hong Kong (where my sister is living). With slices of
her life transmitted as digital footage, I receive, shuffle, pass, walk across,
jump and wiggle, seeing familiarity reenacted in a woven architecture of
gesture and movement. (Who are the occupants?) Pondering and finding
hope in resistance within “The Appearing Demos: Hong Kong During and
After the Umbrella Movement” by Pang Laikwan, published in 2020, I
am reminded to see occupation as process rather than sign. Through an
intersubjective perspective that sustains plurality, livability is reassured.

Harriet Rose
Morley and Bo
Wielders
Harriet Rose Morley is a multi-disciplinary artist, maker, and educator
currently based between The Netherlands and the UK.
The projects and works she produces aim to challenge the conceptions,
potentiality and the function of (public) art through engagement,
collaboration and conversation. The development of her work is often
reliant on public interaction and collaboration through workshops,
conversations and educational events that provide an accessible and
inclusive insight into topics of urgency within art in public space such
as the relationship between care and therapy, labour, self-organisation,
alternative education, and self-build ideals.
Bo Wielders is continuously researching urban and architectural structures,
institutional walls and language. She builds, often in collaboration with
others, new environments reacting on those existing structures. During the
rest of the days you will find her cooking, touching wood or using a chair
as table to eat her dinner as breakfast.

Margaret
Salmon
Margaret Salmon (b. 1975, New York) lives and works in Glasgow.
Concerned with a shifting constellation of relations, such as those between
camera and subject, human and animal, or autobiography and ethnography,
Margaret Salmon’s films often examine the gendered, emotive dynamics
of social interactions and representational forms. Solo exhibitions of her
work have been held at institutions including DCA (2018/19), Tramway
(2018) Staatsgalerie Stuttgart (2015); Contemporary Art Museum St.
Louis, USA (2011); Witte de With Centre for Contemporary Art, Rotterdam
(2007); Whitechapel Art Gallery, London (2007) and Collective Gallery,
Edinburgh (2006). Her work has been featured in film festivals and major
international survey exhibitions, including the British Art Show 9 (2021),
Glasgow International (2021), Berlin Biennale (2010) and Venice Biennale
(2007) London Film Festival (2018, 2016, 2014). Salmon won the inaugural
MaxMara Art Prize for Women in 2006, was shortlisted for the Jarman
Award 2018 and the 2019 Margaret Tait Award.

I you me we us, 2018, two channel video, 6 mins
I you me we us is a double monitor work which portrays particular visual
representations of warmth, care, kinship and growth. It features the hands
of lovers and family members, interspersed with texts, words, language and
questions posed by the artist.

Mathew Wayne
Parkin
Mathew Wayne Parkin is an artist, writer and home cook mainly working
in moving image with family and friends. They are particularly interested
in autobiography, accent, intimacy, and speech acts in public. Their work
is like an armpit, personal and intimate, of the body and relationships –
smelling earthy. Mathew tries to resist dominant forms of media and sit
against professionalised forms of moving image production through DIY
and home video techniques, as well as queer crip analysis.
Mathew has shown work with LUX, Videoclub, V22 Foundation, IMT
Gallery, Grand Union, Workplace Gallery, Embassy Gallery, Spike Island,
Eastside Projects, Tramway, S1 Artspace, the ICA, and the CCA Glasgow.
Mathew has undertaken residencies at Triangle France – Astérides,
Hopitalfield Arts and Cove Park.

Vaseline, 2018, digital video, 43 mins
In Vaseline Mathew Wayne Parkin visits their Grandmother’s house shortly
after her death. Mourning and desire intertwine in this intimate portrait, as
Parkin considers her life through objects, photographs and interviews with
their family members. The film seeks to destabilize northern identity using
formal and informal archives of local history, labour and accent, building to
explore sexuality, witchcraft, and cats.

Renèe Helèna
Browne
Renèe Helèna Browne is an Irish artist based between Scotland and Ireland.
Browne makes vocal soundscapes, essay films and angsty drawings. They
are currently developing Rebuilding Urania, an oral archiving programme
commissioned by Project Arts Centre (PAC) Dublin. Rebuilding Urania will
be made public as a series of episodes with Book Works UK, Lux Scotland,
TULCA festival curated by Eoin Dara, and Dublin Digital Radio in 2021.
Browne is 2021-2023 Talbot Rice Resident Artist with ECA at the University
of Edinburgh and 2021 Sunset Kino Award winner for their film Daddy’s
Boy with the Salzburger Kunstverein for excellence in contemporary film.
Browne is working toward solo presentations with Project Arts Centre and
CCA Glasgow. They are supported by the Arts Council of Ireland Visual
Arts Bursary 2021, have recently completed the Experimental Film and
Moving Image Residency in partnership with Cove Park and Alchemy Film,
were Shortlisted for the Kleinwort Hambros Emerging Artist Prize 2021
and screened films with the European Media Art Festival No. 34 and AEMI,
Dublin.

Daddy’s Boy, 2020, digital video, 22 mins
Daddy’s Boy is a personal exploration of the influence of paternal lines
on bodily experiences of gender. The film combines reflections on the
contemporary legacy of the Tyrannosaurus Rex and a visual portrait of
Browne’s father in an entangled, fragmentary account of inheritance and
intimacy, monstrosity, and family.
Daddy’s Boy was written and edited by Renèe Helèna Browne, filmed
by Renèe Helèna Browne and Letitia Browne, with colour grading and
sound mixing by Natalie McGowan and SDH captioning by Matchbox
Cine. Daddy’s Boy was commissioned by the 16th Berwick Film & Media
Arts Festival 2020 and supported by the Visual Art Bursary from the Arts
Council of Ireland.

Gutted by
Mathew
Wayne Parkin
Gut me. I’ve started straight at the thing (shot my load too soon). But the
thing you think is the thing is never really the thing, it’s all the things
around the thing, that are barely things at all to start with. Just stuff(ing).
So I guess in our case the skin, or the food, or the sex. Mainly the sex.
Gut me, gutted. I haven’t held a fish for a long time, maybe never. But I
have seen it. I’ve seen fumbling thick male hands holding a drying out fish
and pushing a knife into its belly making it into food. Tin foil. Fire. Caravan.
But gutting takes me to fish, maybe more to the fish counters in Morrisons.
A fishmonger is a bit too much (read posh). Dull (read shit) yellow slices
of flesh laying on ice, maybe with the eyes still inside them. I don’t know
much about fish organs or digestive system, but I think you are supposed to
tear the digestive tract out of prawns and shrimp or you get ill.
We used to go to Spain (read Mallorca) a lot when I was younger. My mum
would rent these big villas, at first in towns but as I grew they got more
rural, I’m not sure how related this was to my parents’ imploding marriage (I
prefer them divorced). My brother would usually get to bring a friend (or 3).
I could but I didn’t really have any, especially not one that I would want to
spend that much time around. One year my brother and dad got really into
this one restaurant on the seafront and wanted to go a lot. Maybe we were
there for two weeks that time, it was a villa in a small tourist town among

many other small villas. The restaurant, I think, was just a quick walk away.
My main recollection from the holiday is faintly where the pool is, Aaliyah
on music TV and looking really hard at the postcards with naked men on
them so I could go back to the villa, lock myself into the bathroom and
frantically wank thinking of that body. I felt so guilty afterwards, more so
than when I used to masturbate thinking of my brother’s friends changing
on the beach, towel wrapped around their waist, I’d still get an odd glimpse
of their cock. Or my uncle’s (same age as brother don’t worry) body, and the
time he asked if my Topman bleach splatter jeans were actually covered in
spunk which gave me a semi right there in the back of the people carrier.
So the restaurant was on the seafront and pretty standard. Plastic chairs,
plastic awning rolling out with the name of the restaurant, laminated
menus. Clip art and faded photos of food. That part might be a lie, the menu
might actually have been in plastic fake leather folders. They had ice cream
in a plastic penguin figure. I was already by this age (don’t ask don’t tell)
a stubborn vegetarian, sitting at a table of rabid carnivores. My brother’s
friend in particular, a hulk of a man with a sultry heavy brow, was known
for being able to put a lot of food away. I once saw him make an actual
mountain of Chinese food on a plate with lava like flows of sweet and sour
sauce. I could (read would) only eat chips and double egg. Or just chips as
the egg’s rubbery blandness got to me after a while.
They would have paella as was tradition. I don’t know how much it
was authentic (such a troubling thing, inauthentic paella is no doubt an
authentic tourist experience). It would come in a large low copper platter (I
might be making this up I can’t really be sure. Lately I’ve become convinced
that I have a mild form of aphantasia, I can see something but it’s like a
drawing. I guess I use language in my head to describe an object I then
source in the world. This language is very specific and leads to that feeling
of knowing exactly what you want but you can’t produce it. At the same
time I am one of those people with a fairly constant stream of conscious
or internal dialogue. I rehearse conversations in the shower. A shame I am
a bad writer. I have to coach myself to orgasm during sex, telling myself
increasingly perverted fantasies to make myself cum, imagining in that
way. Sadly I rarely say this out loud as I find my voice a disappointment). It
was often placed in the middle of the table, shards of red, and brown, and
purple, making my white-yellow double egg and chips a sorry sight.

A mound of quivering seafood they would all plunge into, assumed fresh as
we were sat by the sea but I have my doubts. I think it swam in industrial
metal freezers. There were a lot of intact prawns or langoustines - I don’t
know if either of those is the correct animal. They would have to pull it
out of its shell, extract the soft bodily flesh to push down their gullets and
discard the husk on a plate. A plate almost always placed in front of me.
Where these sad sea shells would pile up. It would make me nauseous, I
didn’t really want to be in such proximity to this plate. I don’t know what
bothered me more: the smell, or the sight of the skins sucked dry by sweaty
teenage fingers. The same ones that had no doubt been fumbling on the
beach with a girl the night before. I stayed a virgin until 18.
I haven’t mentioned smell much, which is a shame as smell is so much a
part of the fish experience. But I don’t really recall the smells (Sweaty. Salt.
Cheetos. Chlorine.)

Peanut Butter
Jar and a
Staircase by
Aman Sandhu
Here are two stories about two objects.
The first story is about a jar of peanut butter.
It fits into a collection of stories I have about what white people get away
with at airports, a series I’ve been compiling my entire life.
I was travelling through Manchester airport, and it was one of those rare
times where my carry-on luggage wasn’t pulled aside for extra examination
after rolling through the x-ray machine. My jacket, my bag, my boots, my
belt, my laptop, my toiletries all made it through. I was elated. While I
was putting myself back together again, I noticed that security had pulled
someone aside and I was close enough to see why they were targeted.
What emerged out of their bag was a jar of peanut butter. Like a Costcomultigenerational home-prepper-sized jar of smooth peanut butter. It
must’ve been 1kg but in the context of the 100ml economy of the place
it looked like 100kg and felt like a punch in the gut. You know that video

of the man who takes a cannonball to the stomach, it felt like I was going
to be hit with a shockwave of shrapnel from what’s about to happen to
this man. It looked like what it sounds like when you hear a nearby car
crash. I was queasy at the sight of the giant jar of liquid on that side of the
border, my god. Anyway, this man was shocked to hear about the 100ml
liquid law and distraught to hear that security were going to confiscate his
jar of peanut butter. How did he not know about this rule? I want to live
in his world. He inquired further about the rule and the security officers
generously explained the distinction between liquids and food items
and how one can take certain food items through security but not if it is
considered a liquid in a container. The man then stepped back and dug his
index finger into his chin signalling that he was going to have a think. I
mean there isn’t much to think about, the peanut butter is gone. He stepped
forward reached into his bag and pulled out a 24 uniform sliced loaf of
white bread and a white plastic knife. He placed the loaf of bread and the
knife next to the jar of peanut butter on the stainless-steel tabletop that
separated him and the officers. He twisted open the peanut butter jar lid
placed it on the table. He then opened the packaged loaf of bread, pulled
out all the slices and proceeded to butter each slice on both sides. By the
time he reached the last slice he was scraping the final contents of the jar.
He then reassembled the slices, squeezed them back into loaf form and
pushed it back into its packaging all while maintaining eye contact with
security.
The second story is about a staircase.
There is a German artist called Gregor Schneider who makes architectural
installations, one of his ongoing projects happens inside of his childhood
home in Rheydt. He continually installs identical walls and floors atop of
the original walls and floors. He has also installed duplicates of rooms from
his childhood home, I’ve seen one such installation titled Kaffezimmer
(1993) at Museum Abteiberg in Mönchengladbach. You walk through a
darkened corridor of curtains eventually emerging into a kitchen, the
installation is impressive, down to details like a coffee ring stain on the
tablecloth. It’s a little haunted house-like to be honest. There’s something
I find uneasy about his practice, I don’t know. In 2013, he bought the
childhood home of Joseph Goebbels which is also in Rheydt, he gutted
the interior and toured the rubble. Schneider’s intention was to make sure

that Goebbels’ house didn’t fall into the hands of right-wing extremists
and become a memorial site. He wanted to demolish the house, leaving a
vacuous gap in the street. He was unable to do this because the house itself
was loadbearing to its neighbours so what remains is a shell of the house. I
just read that Schneider has been giving tours of Rheydt during lockdown,
included in the tour are stops at his childhood home, his storage unit where
years of walls and floors from his installations are kept, and Goebbels’
house. In 2008, Schneider installed a monumental sculpture on the exterior
of Museum Abteiberg titled, END. It was a massive black cube that visitors
would enter by climbing a set of stairs, you would then walk through a long
sloping pitch black corridor finally reaching an alternate entrance to the
museum, upon entry you would be met with Kaffezimmer.
I lived in Mönchengladbach between 2013 and 2015, during that time I
met a group of families who were seeking asylum in Germany. They lived
in a housing complex on the exterior of the city. Many of the children
there were unable to attend school because of language competency
requirements in Germany and after a series of interactions with them I
decided to host art classes for them. Ultimately, it was us hanging out with
art materials and making lots of drawings. I ended up receiving funding for
this and partnering with Museum Abteiberg, with an expectation of some
sort of a public component. We decided to occupy one of the sculptures
in Abteiberg’s sculpture garden, a black cube stage that looked a lot like
Schneider’s piece. We papered the interior, and it was organised that
the kids would have this space as a studio for a few weeks to create a
durational drawing. I’m struggling to even speak about this because there
a lot of problems in my own attempts to avoid turning these families into
objects to be witnessed. I thought that by siting ourselves on the exterior
of the museum this was somehow avoiding their instrumentalisation. On
the afternoon before we were to begin, I was informed that because of
the precarity of the kids’ immigration status they could not be insured
to be inside the sculpture unless there were stairs to enter it. It would be
impossible to build custom stairs at this point which led to chat about
possibly cancelling the project. One of the installers left the conversation
and returned twenty minutes later with what looked like a mirage to
me – he was rolling over a set of stainless-steel stairs. It turned out to be
the same staircase from Schneider’s sculpture and I can’t describe how
beautiful it was to see them be sawed in half and attached to the stage.

Renèe Helèna Browne, Daddy’s Boy, 2020

Clarinda Tse, Textures Gestures Meshes Measures, 2021
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